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Editorial Note on Improvement of Robotic Manipulation
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Editorial Note
The issue of modeling and controlling two manipulators dealing with a 
compelled object is tended to. From the outset, a diminished request dynamic 
model of the framework is determined, and a few of its properties are laid 
out. Utilizing the diminished request model, a versatile control conspires that 
ensures the asymptotic combination of the situation of the item, and the powers 
following up on the item to their ideal qualities is created. Stimulation results of 
two planar robots moving an article along a plane represent the adequacy of 
the proposed control conspire.

The modeling and control of different mechanical controllers dealing with a 
compelled object have pulled in the consideration of a few scientists in the 
recent past. This is the case since certain undertakings like assembly, 
deburring and transportation are best performed by at least two controllers 
dealing with an item which is either free or compelled.

At the point when the object is free, the processed force strategy is generally 
used to decouple the control circles comparing to the position and the power. 
To adapt the vulnerabilities of the boundaries of the framework and outer 
unsettling influences, versatile control plans were utilized by certain scientists. 
The unique model and the control law are more required than those of the 
situation when the item is free. A framework for a few sorts of contact between 
the article and the end-effectors; a nonlinear criticism law was utilized to 
decouple the power control and position control in task space, at that point 
servo compensators were utilized to follow the position and the powers. A 
non-linear input hypothesis was utilized to plan the control law. The errand 
depiction, the decoupling and repetition goal by nonlinear criticism were 
discussed. Request decrease of the compelled various robot framework was 

utilized in; the diminished request model is then controlled utilizing a nonlinear 
control law. Versatile plans for the organized control of numerous controllers 
dealing with a compelled object were proposed by a few specialists. 

A decreased request model of the multi-robot framework is inferred, and a few 
properties of this model are laid out. Utilizing the diminished request model of 
the framework, a versatile control plot is created. This regulator ensures the 
union of the article position, and the powers following up on the item to their 
ideal qualities. Recreation aftereffects of two planar robots moving an obliged 
object are introduced. These reproduction results show the adequacy of the 
control conspires.

Model of the system
• Kinematic and force analysis

• Dynamic model of the system

• Reduced order model of the system

• Properties of the reduced order model

• Design of the control law

Simulation results

Two three-connect planar controllers are utilized for reenactment purposes. 
These controllers are controlled to move an article along a plane. Numerous 
modern undertakings require this sort of movement to achieve assignments 
like mounting a plane propeller, picking and putting feeble metal sheets, and 
stacking weighty odd-molded items. The two controllers are picked to be 
indistinguishable for this recreation.
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